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Notation
ℕ
ℙ
ℝ
ℤ
∅
⊆
⊂
∪
∩
~
−
×
An
A
2

the set of nonnegative integers (or natural numbers), i.e., {0, 1, 2, … } (U+2115)
the set of positive integers (U+2119)
the set of real numbers (U+211D)
the set of integers (U+2124)
the empty set (U+2205)
the (infix) subset relation between sets (U+2286)
the (infix) proper subset relation between sets (U+2282)
the infix union operation on sets (U+222A)
the infix intersection operation on sets (U+2229)
the prefix complementation operation on sets (U+007E)
the infix set difference operation on sets (U+2212)
the infix cartesian product of sets (U+00D7)
the postfix 
n
fold cartesian product of 
A
, i.e. A× … ×
A
(
n
times)
the powerset of 
A
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Contextfree languages
From a practical point of view, for each grammar 
G = (Σ, V, S, 
P
) representing some
language, the following two problems are important:
1. Membership problem: Given a string over Σ, does it belong to 
L
(
G
)?
2. Parsing problem: Given a string in 
L
(
G
), how can it be derived from 
S
?
The importance of the membership problem is quite obvious—given an English sentence or
computer program, we wish to know if it is grammatically correct or has the right format.
Solving the membership problem for contextfree grammars is an integral step in the lexical
analysis of computer programs, namely the stage of decomposing each statement into tokens,
prior to fully parsing the program. For this reason, the membership problem is also often
referred to as lexical analysis (cf. [Drobot, 1989]). Parsing is important because a derivation
usually brings out the “meaning” of the string. For example, in the case of a Pascal program,
a derivation of the program in the Pascal grammar tells the compiler how the program should
be executed. The following theorem qualifies the decidability of the membership problem for
the four classes of grammars in the Chomsky hierarchy. Proofs of the first assertion can be
found in [Chomsky, 1963, Harrison, 1978, Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979], while the second
assertion is treated below.
Theorem The membership problem for Type0 grammars is undecidable in general, but it is
decidable given any contextsensitive grammar. For contextfree grammars the problem is
decidable in polynomial time, and for regular grammars, linear time. Since contextfree
grammars play a very important role in describing computer programming languages, we
discuss the membership and parsing problems for contextfree grammars in more detail in
this and the next section. First, let us look at another example of a contextfree grammar. For
convenience, let us abbreviate a set of productions
A
→α
, … , A→α
1
n
with the same lefthand side nonterminal as
A
→α
| … | α
.
1
n
*
Definition 6.4. 
Each derivation 
X
w
a socalled derivation tree (or parse tree).
0⇒G 

Definition 6.8. A contextfree grammar G is ambiguous if there is a string x ∈ L(G) that has
two distinct derivation trees. Otherwise G is unambiguous.
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Unambiguity is a very desirable property because it promises a unique interpretation of each
sentence in the language.
Example Consider a grammar for all valid arithmetic expressions that are composed of
unsigned positive integers and symbols +, ∗
, (, ). For convenience, let us use the symbol n to
denote any unsigned positive integer—it is treated as a terminal. This grammar has the
productions
S
→
T
+
S
|
S
+
T
|
T
T
→
F
∗
T

|
T
∗
F

|
F
F
→
n
| (
S
)
Two possible different derivation trees for the expression 1 + 2 ∗3 + 4 are shown in the
figure. Thus the grammar is ambiguous. The left tree means that the first addition should be
done before the second addition, while the right tree says the opposite.

Figure Different derivation trees for the expression 1 + 2 ∗3 + 4.
Although in the above example different derivations/interpretations of any expression always
result in the same value because the operations addition and multiplication are associative,
there are situations where the difference in the derivation can affect the final outcome.
Actually, the above grammar can be made unambiguous by removing the redundant
productions 
S
→
T
+
S
and 
T
→
F
∗
T

.
This corresponds to the convention that a sequence of consecutive additions or
multiplications is always evaluated from left to right. Deleting the two productions does not
change the language of strings generated by the grammar, but it does fix unique
interpretations of those strings.
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It is worth noting that there are contextfree languages that cannot be generated by any
unambiguous contextfree grammar. Such languages are said to be inherently ambiguous. An
example taken from [Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979] (where this fact is proved) is
mmnn
mnnm
{0
1
2
3
|
m
,
n
> 0} ∪ {0
1
2
3
|
m
,
n
> 0}.

The reason is that every contextfree grammar G must yield two parse trees for some strings
nnnn
of the form 
x = 0
1
2
3
, where one tree intuitively expresses that 
x is a member of the first
set of the union, and the other tree expresses that 
x
is in the second set.
Definition 6.6. A derivation from a sentential form to another is said to be leftmost (or
rightmost) if at each step the leftmost (or rightmost, respectively) nonterminal is replaced.
Definition 6.22. 
A CFgrammar is in Chomsky’s normal form if its productions are all of the
form:
X
→
YZor 
X
→
a
Definition 6.24. A CFgrammar is in Greibach’s normal form if its productions are of the
form:
X
→
aw
Definition 6.28. 
A pushdown automaton (PDA) is a septuple 
M = (Q, Σ, Γ, S, Z, δ, A)
where:









Q
= {
q
,...,
q
} is a finite set of states, the elements if which are called states.
1
m
Σ
is the input alphabet, the alphabet of the language.
Γ
is the finite stack alphabet, i.e., the set of symbols appearing in the stack.
S
⊆
Q
is the set of initial states.
Z
⊆
Γ
is the set of bottom symbols of the stack.
δ is the transition function which maps each triple (
q
a
,
X
), where q
a is an
i,
i is a state, 
input symbol or Λ and 
X is a stack symbol, to exactly one finite set 
T=
δ
(
q
a
,
X
)
i,
(possibly empty) of pairs (
q
, 
α
) where 
q is a state and 
α is a word over the stack
alphabet; cf. the transition function of a ΛNFA.
A
⊆
Q
is the set of terminal states.

Definition 6.30. In order to define the way a PDA handles its memory structure, we introduce
the triples (
q
x
, α) where qi is a state, x is the unread part (suffix) of the input word and α is
i,
the contents of the stack, given as a word with the ”topmost” symbol at left. These triples are
called configurations of 
M
.
Definition 6.41. A configuration chain of 
M accepting the word 
w (and ending with an empty
stack) then corresponds to a leftmost derivation of 
w
by the CFgrammar:
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G
= (
∆
∪ {
X
}, Σ, 
X
,
P
)
0
0
where the productions 
P are given above. Conversely, a leftmost derivation of the word 
w by
G
corresponds to a chain of configurations of 
M
accepting 
w
.
Definition 6.47. For any PDA the language recognized by it is a CFlanguage. Moreover, it
may be assumed that the PDA then has only three states, an initial state, an intermediate state
and a terminal state, and only one bottom symbol.
Definition 6.48. If a CFlanguage 
L can be generated by a grammar in Chomsky’s normal
p
+1
form having 
p nonterminals, 
z∈
L and |
z
| ≥ 2
, then 
z may be written in the form 
z=
uvwxy
p+1
n n
where |
vwx
|≤
2 , 
vx
≠
Λ
,
w
≠
Λ
, and the words 
uv
wx
y
are all in 
L
.
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Definitions
ambiguous contextfree grammar
: a contextfree grammar in which some derivable
terminal strings have two distinct derivation trees.
Chomsky normal form
: a form of contextfree grammar in which every rule has the form
A
→
B C
or 
A
→
a
, where 
A
,
B
,
C
are nonterminals and 
a
is a terminal.
contextfree grammar
: a grammar whose rules have the form 
A
→β, where 
A
is a
nonterminal and β is a string of nonterminals and terminals.
contextfree language
: a language that can be described by some contextfree grammar.
contextsensitive grammar
: a grammar whose rules have the form α → β, where α, β are
strings of nonterminals and terminals, and |α| ≤ |β|.
contextsensitive language
: a language that can be described by some contextsensitive
grammar.
derivation or parsing
: a sequence of applications of rules of a grammar that transforms the
start symbol into a given terminal string or sentential form.
derivation tree or parse tree
: a rooted, ordered tree that describes a particular derivation of
a string with respect to some contextfree grammar.
(formal) language
: a set of strings over some fixed alphabet.
(formal) grammar
: a description of some language, typically consisting of a set of terminals,
a set of nonterminals, a distinguished nonterminal called the start symbol, and a set of
rules (or productions) of the form α → β, which determine which substrings α of a
sentential form can be replaced by some other string β.
leftmost (or rightmost) derivation
: a derivation in which at each step, the leftmost
(respectively, rightmost) nonterminal is rewritten.
membership problem (or lexical analysis)
: the problem or process of deciding whether a
given string is generated by a given grammar.
parsing problem
: the problem of reconstructing a derivation of a given input string in a
given grammar.
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regular expression
: a description of some language using the operators union, concatenation,
and Kleene closure.
regular language
: a language that can be described by some regular expression, or
equivalently, by some rightlinear/regular grammar.
rightlinear or regular grammar
: a grammar whose rules have the form A → cB, A → c, or
A
→ε, where 
A
,
B
are nonterminals, 
c
is a terminal, and ε is the empty string.
sentential form
: a string of terminals and nonterminals obtained at some step of a derivation
in a grammar.
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